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Abstract 
We define the interior function, exterior function and layer of a Boolean function f in order 
to investigate its stability properties, and consider three problems INTERIOR, EXTERIOR and 
LAYER associated with such definitions. We show that even if f is restricted to be a positive 
function, LAYER is NP-hard and there is no polynomial total time algorithm for INTERIOR and 
EXTERIOR, unless P=NP. However, for a 2-monotonic positive function f, LAYER can be 
solved in polynomial time and there exist incrementally polynomial algorithms for INTERIOR 
and EXTERIOR. 
1. Definitions and introduction 
A Boolean function, or afunction in short, is a mapping f : (0, 1)” +-+ (0, l}, where 
u E (0, 1)” is called a Boolean vector (a vector in short). If f(u) = 1 (resp. 0), then 
u is called a true (resp. false) vector of f. The set of all true vectors (false vectors) 
is denoted by T(f) (F(f)). Two special functions with T(f) = 0 and F(f) = 0 are, 
respectively, denoted by f = I and f = T. In this paper, we assume f # T, 1. Let, 
for a vector v E {O,l}“, ON(u) = {jlvj = 1, j = 1,2,...,n} and OFF(u) = {jlvj = 
0, j = 1,2,. . . , n}. The k-neighborhood of a vector u is defined by 
N/c(u) = (~1 II w - u II d k), 
where 11 u 11 denotes Cy=, (UiJ. For two functions f and g on the same set of variables, 
we write f d g if f(u) = 1 implies g(u) = 1 for any u E (0, l}“, and we write f < g 
if f < g and f # g. A function f is positive if u < w always implies f(u) $ f(w). A 
positive function is also called monotone. A true vector u off is minimal if there is no 
other true vector w such that w < u, and let min T(f) denote the set of all minimal 
true vectors of f. A maximal false vector is symmetrically defined and maxP(f) 
denotes the set of all maximal false vectors of f. 
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In this paper, we consider k-interior and k-exterior functions of a Boolean function 
f of n variables, where k is a nonnegative integer. The k-interior function c-k(f) of 
f is defined by 
~4s )(v) = 
1 ifh(u)GT(f) 
0 otherwise, 
and the k-exterior function of f is defined by 
4f )(u) = 
1 if Nk(u) n T(f > # 0 
0 otherwise, 
where v E (0, l}n. Furthermore, the Z-layer of f is defined by 
Ll(f) = Um(f )) \ VCl(f )), 
where I is an integer. 
As an example, assume that f(x) describes the result of nutrient-headache relation- 
ship for a patient [8], e.g., f(OllO1) = 1 denotes that the patient has a headache when 
he consumes foods #2, #3 and #5 but neither #l nor $4. Now, take a vector v E Ll(f ). 
If 1 < 0, it means that the patient has a headache when he consumes the foods corre- 
sponding to u, and furthermore that he still has a headache even if he changes any -1 
foods from v but will not have a headache if he appropriately changes -I + 1 foods. 
If I > 0, it means that he does not have a headache even if he changes I - 1 foods 
but may have a headache if he changes 1 foods. 
Another example is found in the network reliability problem [l, 61. For a con- 
nected graph G = (V,E) with E = {1,2,... n}, introduce a vector u E (0, l}“, where 
ui corresponds to i E E. We interpret that edge i can be in one of the two 
states: operative (vi = 1) or failed (Vi = 0). Then define the spanning tree function f 
of G by 
f(v) = 
1 if G, = (V, ON(v) ) is connected, 
0 otherwise. 
This f is a positive function, and min T(f) represents the set of all spanning trees 
of G. Now, let u E Ll( f ). If 1 < 0, then it denotes that graph G, is (-1+ 1)-edge 
connected. If 1 > 0, then it denotes that graph G, is not connected but becomes 
connected if appropriate I edges are repaired. 
In this paper, we consider the following problems: 
Problem LAYER 
Input: all prime implicants of f, and v E (0, 1)“. 
Output: I if v E LI( f ). 
Problem INTERIOR 
Input: all prime implicants of f and a nonnegative integer k. 
Output: all prime implicants of o__k(f ). 
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Problem EXTERIOR 
Input: all prime implicants of f and a nonnegative integer k. 
Output: all prime implicants of ak(f ). 
As discussed in the above examples, these problems arise in various settings of the- 
ory and practice. As problems INTERIOR and EXTERIOR are enumeration problems, 
their complexity is usually measured in the length of input and output. A particularly 
interesting class from this view point is that of incrementally polynomial algorithms 
[ 11, 121. An algorithm to enumerate items al, a~,. . , aP is called incrementally poly- 
nomial (i) if it iterates the following procedure for i = 1,2,. . . , p: output the ith item 
ai from the knowledge of its input and items ai,a2,. . . ,ai_l generated by then, and 
(ii) if the time required for the ith iteration is polynomial in the input length and 
the sizes of al,a2 ,..., ai_1. A slightly broader class of algorithms is that of poly- 
nomial total time algorithms [ll], where an algorithm is of polynomial total time 
if its running time is polynomial in the length of input and output. An incremen- 
tally polynomial algorithm is also polynomial total time, but the converse may not be 
true. 
In Section 2, we discuss fundamental properties of interior and exterior functions, and 
show in Section 3 that even if f is restricted to be a positive function, LAYER is NP- 
hard, and there is no polynomial total time algorithm for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR, 
unless P=NP. However, we show in Section 4 that for 2-monotonic positive functions, 
LAYER can be solved in polynomial time and there exist incrementally polynomial 
algorithms for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR. 
2. Basic properties of interior and exterior functions 
The following properties are immediate from the definition of interior and exterior 
functions. 
Property 2.1. Let f be a function of n variables. Then o-k(f) = I for k > n and 
(ik( f) = T for k 2 n. Furthermore, there are positive integers a, B ( d n) such that 
. . . = o_,(f)(= I) < . . . < c,,(f)(= f) < ... < og(f) = . ..(=T). 
Example 2.1. Consider a function f = ~1x2 V xlf& V x2x3Xq of four variables. Then 
o-k(f) = 1 for k = 2,3,4. 
o-l(f) =x1x2&& 
ao( f) = XIX2 v XlX3.?4 v x2x3x4. 
cJl(f) =x1 Vnz vx324. 
ck(f) = T for k = 2,3,4. 
These functions are illustrated in Fig. 1. It is clear that these satisfy Property 2.1. 
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df) 
go(f) = f 
df> 
Fig. 1. Interior and exterior functions of f of Example 2.1. 
Property 2.2. For any function f and g on the same set of variables, and an 
integer 1, 
Property 2.3. For a function f, and nonnegative integers k and h, 
0) c-k(c-df )) = v4f) 
(ii) ok(Mf )) = ak+h(f) .
(iii) du(f )) G w-h(f) d o-h(df )) . 
Proof. 
(4 v E T(a-ktutf))) * Mu) C T(a-h(f )) 
e=+ Nh(w) & T(f) for all w E I&(v) 
- &+/z(v) L T(f) 
_ 0 E qo-k-df)). 
u 
u 
u 
c 
N4v) n Vmtf)) # 0 
w E T(ah(f)) for some w E Nk(v) 
Nh(w) II T(f) # 0 for some w E Nk(u) 
Nk+h) n w) # 0 
v E VQ+df )I 
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(iii) (a) ado-k(f)) G w-k(f): 
tJ E T(ok(a-k(f))) * NC(u) f-l no-k(f)) # 0 
_ Nh(w) C T(f) for some w E Nk(u). 
If k < h, then Nh_k(u) CNh(w) C T(f), i.e., v E T(ak_h(f)). If k > h, then there 
exists a u E &-h(u) fl T(f), i.e., v E T(f~k--h(f)). 
(b) gk+,(f) d o_h(~~(f)): If k < h, then v E T(~k_h(f)) satisfies &--k(v) C T(f), 
and hence it holds that 
N4w) n T(f) f 0 f or all w E Nh(v) * w E T(~k(f)) for all w E Nh(u) 
* N/l(v) c QMf)) 
* v E T(cJ-h(Qk(f))). 
If k > h, then v E T(a&f)) implies &_-h(u) n T(f) # 8, and hence it holds that 
N&V) n T(f) # 0 f or all W E NJ,(v) * w E T(ck(f)) for all w E Nh(v) 
_ Nk(v) c T(C?&f)) 
* 0 E T(a-k(‘%(f>)>. 0 
Example 2.2. We give an example that satisfies Property 2.3 (iii) by strict inequalities. 
Let 
f = x1x2 v x$324 v x2i324 
of four variables, k = 2 and h = 1. By Example 2.1, 
Q-,(f) = cJl(f) = x1 v x2 v x3i4. 
02(0_,(f)) = (T2(XlX223f4) = x1x2 v Xl?3 v x$4 v X2X3 v X224 v 23x4. 
a_,(02(f)) = o-l(T) = T. 
Therefore, it is seen in Fig. 2 that 
~2(a-l(f)) < a2-l(f) < a-1(~2(f)). 
The dual of a function f, denoted f d, is defined by 
fd(X) = f(x), 
where f and X denote the complement off and x, respectively. As is well known, f” 
is obtained from f by exchanging V (or) and . (and), as well as the constants 0 and 
1. It is easy to see that (f V g)d = fdgd, (fg)d = fd V gd, f 6 g implies fd 2 gd, 
and so on. A function f is called dual-minor if f Q fd, dual-major if f > fd, dual- 
comparable if f =$ f” or f 3 f”, and self-dual if f d = f. The contra-dual of a 
function f, denoted f *, is defined by 
f*(x) = f(x). 
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c72(u.- 
a2-l( 
Fig. 2. 02-,(f) and q(a-l(f)) of Example 2.2 
Property 2.4. Let f be a function and k be a nonnegative integer. 
(i) If f . d l- IS ua minor, then o-k(f) is dual-minor. 
(ii) If f d I- is ua major, then ckk( f) is dual-major. 
(iii) Zf f is self-dual, then o-k(f) and ok(f) are, respectively, dual-minor and 
dual-major. 
However, even if f is dual-minor (reSp. dual-major), C$( f) (reSp. Q-k(f)) may not 
be dual-comparable. For any function f, a&“) (resp. o-_k( f )) becomes dual-major (resp. 
dual-minor) for a sufficiently large k. 
Property 2.5. Let f be a function and 1 be an integer. 
(9 wtf ) = a-r(f). 
(ii) or(f*) = (w(f ))*. 
(iii) ar(fd) = (o_,(f ))d. 
Proof. (i) For 1 < 0, let v E T(ar(f )). Then 
N-r(v) C T(S ) _ N-l(V) G F(f) 
u N-~(V) n T(f) = 0 
_ v E JY~-df)) 
_ v E T(o-l(f )). 
Similarly, for 1 > 0, let v E T(ar(f )). Then 
WV) n r(J) # 0 _ NW n F(f) # 0 
- N(v) g w-) 
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- v E F(o-r(f)) 
- u E T(o-r(f)). 
The proof for (ii) is analogous to that of (i). Finally, (iii) follows from (i) 
and (ii). q 
Property 2.6. Let f and g be functions on the same set of variables, and k be a 
nonnegative integer. 
(ia) a-k(f V 9) 2 a-k(f) V o--k(g) 
(ib) Mf V g) = ok(f) V ok(g) 
(iia) a-4f g) = a-k(f )o-k(g) . 
W) Mfg) G on(f Mg) . 
Proof. (ia) Let v E T(o_k(f) V a-k(g)). Then 
u E T(o-k(f )) or v E T(a-k(g)) +=+ K(v) S T(f) or N,(v) C T(g) 
===+ NC(v) G T(f v 9) 
* v E T(o-k(f v 9)). 
(ib) Let v E T(ok(f V g)). Then 
Nk(v) n T( f v g) # 0 - WV) n T(f) # 0 or Wv) n T(g) # 0 
* v E T(a!f(f ))” T(Mg)) 
* v E T(Q(f) v Q(g)). 
(iia) and (iib) are dual to (ib) and (ia), respectively. q 
The following corollary to Property 2.6 may be used to calculate k-interior and 
k-exterior functions of f. 
Corollary 2.1. Let f be represented both by a conjunctive normal form and by a 
disjunctive normal form, i.e., 
f = fiCj = cmj, 
j=1 j=l 
where Cj(j = 1,2,..., ~1) are clauses and mj (j = 1,2,. . . , pz) are monomials. Then 
O-k(f) = c--k(Cl) ~--k(C2). . . a-k(C,, 1, 
Ck( f ) = Q(W > v o&2) v . . . v Pep2 I 
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3. Positive functions 
In this section, we restrict our attention to positive functions f, and investigate their 
interior and exterior functions, and layers. 
3.1. Interior and exterior functions of a positive function 
It is known that a positive function f has the unique disjunctive normal form 1 
consisting of all prime implicants. There is one-to-one correspondence between prime 
implicants and minimal true vectors. For example, a positive function f = ~1x2 VX~X~ V 
x3x1 has prime implicants xi&x2x3,xsxi which correspond to minimal true vectors 
(1 lo), (01 1 ), (101 ), respectively. In other words, the input length to describe a positive 
function f is O(nlmin T( f )I) if it is represented in this manner. Furthermore, sets 
min T(f) and maxF(f) conversely define T(f) and F(f) by 
T(f)={v 1 vda for some aEminT(f)}, 
F(f) = {u 1 u d b for some b E maxF(f )}. 
Note 3.1. By definition, the k-interior function of a positive function f, where k is a 
nonnegative integer, is given by 
( 
1 ifV-CejET(f) f or all S G UN(v) such that ISI = kl 
a-!f(f Xv) = jES 
0 otherwise, 
where kl = min{k, lON(v)(}. The k-exterior function of a positive function f is given 
by 
1 if u + c ej E T(f) for some S G OFF(v) such that ISI = k2, 
Qk(f Xv) = jES 
0 otherwise, 
where k2 = min{k, JOFF(v)J}. 
Property 3.1. Zf f is a positive function, then a-k(f) and ok(f) are also positive 
for any nonnegative integer k. 
The next lemma and theorem can be used to compute maXF(o-_k(f )) and 
min T(ak(f )). 
Lemma 3.1. Let f be a positive function and k be a nonnegative integer. 
(i) If o-k(f) # 1, then 
maxF(o__k__(f )) = MaxSet{b + ej( b E maxF(o__k(f )), j E OFF(b)}. 
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(ii) Zf ok(f) # T, then 
min T(ak+l(f )) = MinSet{a - ejl a E min T(ak(f )), j E ON(a)}, 
where MinSet(A), (MaxSet( denotes the set of minimal(maxima1) vectors 
in set A. 
Proof. (i) Let E = MaxSet{b + eiJ b E maxF(a_k(f)), j E OFF(b)} and S = 
{v 1 v d w for some w E E} (i.e., E = MaxSetS). We show F(a_k_I(f )) = S. 
v E F(a-k-l(f 1)) * N(v) e T(uf(f)) since a-k_,(f) = a_l(a_k(f)) 
(Property 2.3 (i)) 
* v - ej E F(o-_k(f )) for some j E ON(V) if ON(v) # 0 
(by monotonicity of g_-k( f )). 
In the last case, there exists a b E maxF(a_k(f)) such that b > v - ej (i.e., v Q b + ej 
or v < b (in case of bj = 1)). Since b+ej E S or b E S (in case of bj = 1) by definition 
of S, we have v E S. Conversely, if v E S, then there exists a b E maxF(g--k( f )) 
such that v < b + ej for some j E OFF(b). If vj = 1, then v - ej 6 b and hence 
v - ej E F(a_k(f )). Otherwise, v < b and hence v E F(a_k_l( f )). Consequently, 
v E F(ck_l(f )) if and only if v E S. 
(ii) is dual to (i). 0 
Theorem 3.1. Let f be a positive function and k be a nonnegative integer. Then 
(i) max F(g_k( f )) = MuxSet{b + cjGs ej 1 b E max F( f ), 
SC_ OFF(b), ISI = Minsk, IOFF(b)l}} 
(ii) min T(ok(f )) = MinSet{a - cjes f?j I a E min T(f), 
S c ON(a), ISI = min{k lW~)l)), 
Proof. Starting from o,-,(f) = f, apply Lemma 3.1 k times. 0 
However, we note that this theorem is not easily extended to derive similar forms 
of min T(c_k (f )) and maxF(ak(f)). The next theorem is a refinement of Property 
2.1. 
Theorem 3.2. Let f be a positive function. Then 
. . . =a-a(f)(=I) < ... < ao(f)(= f) < ... < q(f)=...(=T) 
holds for c( = min{ IOFF(b)l I b E maxF(f )} and p=min{ ION( I a~min T(f)}. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.1. 0 
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3.2. Problem LAYER for positive functions 
In this subsection, we consider the following modifications of problem LAYER de- 
fined in section 1. Let W+ denote the class of positive functions. 
Problem LAYER(W+) 
Input: min r(f) and a vector v E (0, l}“, where f is a positive function of n 
variables. 
Output: I if v E Ll(f ). 
Problem LAYER(W) 
Input: min T(f ), a vector v E T(f) and a nonnegative integer k, where f is a 
positive function of n variables. 
Question: v f L_+(f) for some k’ such that 0 < k’ < k, i.e., v E T(f )\T(a++l,(f) ‘)? 
To clarify the complexity of these problems, we need the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. For a positive function f, let v E (0, 1)” and k be a nonnegative integer. 
(ia) If v E T(f ). then v E Ll(f) if and only if 
1 = 1 - min{ lOFF(b) \ OFF(v)1 1 b E maxF(f )}. 
(ib) If v E F(f ), then v E Lf(f) if and only if 
I = min{ ION(a) \ ON(v)] 1 a E min T(f)}. 
(iia) v E T(rr_k( f )) if and only if 
min{ [OFF(b) \ OFF(v)/ 1 b E maxF(f)} 2 k + 1. 
(iib) v E F(ok(f)) if and only if 
min{ ION(a) \ ON(v)/ 1 a E min T(f)} > k + 1. 
Proof. (ia) v E T(f), i.e., I < 0: Let Z = -k. 
‘h(f) = w-df )) \ w-k-l(f)> = m-k(f)) n&-k-l(f )). 
By Theorem 3.1, 
max F(a_,(f)) = MaxSet{b + C ej 1 b E max F(f),S c OFF(b), (SJ = p}, 
jES 
for p=k,k+l, 
since T(fl_k(f)) # 8. Therefore, v E L-k(f) implies v 6 b + cjCs ej for every b E 
maxF(f) and S c OFF(b) with ISI = k, and v < b+ cjCs ej for some b E maxF(f) 
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and S c OFF(B) with ISI = k + 1. This proves k + 1 = min{ [OFF(b) \ OFF( 1 b E 
maxF(f)}, i.e., 
I = 1 - min{ [OFF(b) \ OFF(u)] 1 b E maxF(f)}. 
(ib) u E F(f), i.e., 1 > 0: This case can be proved similarly to (ia). 
(iia) u E T(tr-k(f)) if and only if u E L.-k,(f) f or some k’ B k. This condition is 
equivalent, by (ia), to 
1 - min{ IOFF \ OFF( ) b E maxF(f)} < - k. 
(iib) Immediate from (ib). 0 
Theorem 3.3. Problem LAYER(V+)’ is NP-complete. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.2 (iia), u E T(f) \ T(a_++i$f)) if and only if 
1 < min{ [OFF(b) \ OFF( I b E maxF(f)} < k + 1. (3.1) 
Since checking this condition is obviously done in NP, we have LAYER(%+)’ E NP. 
Next, we reduce the following NP-complete problem [lo] to LAYER(V+)‘. 
Problem INDEPENDENT SET 
Input: A graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer K < I VI. 
Question: Does G contain an independent set of size K or more, i.e., there is 
a subset V’ c V such that I VI 2 K and no two vertices in V’ are joined by 
an edge in E. 
Given a graph G = (V,E), construct a positive function fG which is defined by 
1 
fG(u) = 
if u 2 x(e) for some e E E, 
0 otherwise, 
where x(e) for e = (ui, uj) E E is the vector with xi = Xj = 1 and xl = 0 for 
1 # i, j. We easily see that a (maximal) independent set V’ of G corresponds to a 
(maximal) false vector 2)’ of fG in the sense that u’ is the characteristic vector of 
set V’. Then consider a problem instance of LAYER(%?) with input min r(f G), 
0 = (l,l,..., 1) and k = n - 1 - K. The output of LAYER(%?+)’ is “yes” if and only 
if 
min{ IOFF(b)l I b E maxF(f)} = n - max{ ION(b)1 ( b E maxF(f)} 
dk+l, (3.2) 
by relation (3.1). This max{ ION(b)1 1 b E maxF(f)} is the cardinality of a maxi- 
mum independent set of G. Therefore, output of LAYER(%?+)’ is “yes” if and only if 
the problem instance of INDEPENDENT SET defined by G and K = n - k - 1 has 
answer “yes”. 17 
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Corollary 3.1. Problem LAYER(%?+) is NP-hard. 
However, if v E F(f), i.e., I > 0, we have the next result. 
Theorem 3.4. If v E F(f), then LAYER(%?+) can be solved in O(nl min r(f)l) time. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3.2 (ib) since min{ lOlv(a)\ON(v)j / a E min T(f)} 
can be computed in O(nl min T(f)]) time by checking all vectors a E min r(f). 0 
Comparing the results in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 (also (ia) and (ib) of Lemma 3.2), 
we see that the difficulty in solving LAYER(q+) essentially comes from the diffi- 
culty in computing maxF(f) from min r(f) of a given positive function f. However, 
as maxF(j) can be computed from min T(f) if dualization is allowed to use (even 
though it is not polynomial time in 1 min T(f)]), there is the following simple (non- 
polynomial) algorithm to solve LAYER(%?+). Assume that a positive function f of n 
variables can be dualized in t&l(n,ml,m2) time, where ml = I min r(f)] and rn2 = 
I min T(j+)l, Since 
maxF(f) = {U I v E min r(fd)}, (3.3) 
by definition of the dual, we have the following algorithm. 
Algorithm Ll (to solve LAYER(V+)). 
Step 1: If v E F(f), go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
Step 2: Compute I = min{ ION(a) \ ON(v)1 1 a E min T(f)} of Lemma 3.2 (ib). 
Output 1 and halt. 
Step 3: Compute min T(fd) from min r(f) by dualization, and obtain maxF(f) by 
(3.3). 
Step 4: Compute Z = 1 - min{ IOFF \ OFF( I b E maxF(f)} of Lemma 3.2 
(ia). Output Z and halt. 
Theorem 3.5. LAYER(q+) can be solved in tdual(n,ml,m2)+O(n(m1 +mz)) time by 
using Algorithm Ll, where ml = I min T(f)] and m2 = I min r(fd)]. 
Proof. The correctness of Algorithm Ll is clear from Lemma 3.2 (ia) and (ib). We 
only check its time complexity. Steps 1 and 2 can be carried out in O(nml) time, Step 
3 in t~u~l(n,ml,m2) + O(nmz) time, and Step 4 in O(nm2) time. 0 
In general, m2 is not polynomial in n and m 1, and Algorithm L 1 is not of polynomial 
time. Even if m2 is polynomial in n and ml, it is unknown whether tdual(n,mi,mz) is 
polynomial in n, ml and m2 or not [4, 9, 111. For several restricted subclasses of 
positive mnctions(e.g. 2-monotonic positive functions, matroid functions and so on), 
however, t&i is known to be polynomial in n, ml and mz [7, 9, 13, 151, and hence 
LAYER can be solved in polynomial time in n, ml and m2. (We will show in Section 
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4 that LAYER can be solved in polynomial time in n and ml, if a positive function 
f is 2-monotonic.) 
3.3. Problem INTERIOR for positive functions 
In this subsection, we consider the following problems. 
Problem INTERIOR( U+ ) 
Input: min T(f) and a nonnegative integer k, where f is a positive function of n 
variables. 
Output: min T(cr__k( f )). 
Problem EMP-INTERIOR(%‘+ )
Input: min T(f) and a nonnegative integer k, where f is a positive function of n 
variables. 
Question: min T(a_k(f )) = 0? 
Lemma 3.3. Problem EMP-INTERIOR@?) is NP-complete. 
Proof. We reduce INDEPENDENT SET to this problem. Let a graph G = (V,E) and 
a positive integer K d 1 VI define an instance of INDEPENDENT SET. Then consider 
the instance of EMP-INTERIOR(%+) with input min T( f G) and k = n -K, where f G 
was defined in the proof of Theorem 3.3. It is obvious from the argument in the proof 
of Theorem 3.3 that the instance of INDEPENDENT SET has answer “yes” if and 
only if the corresponding instance of EMP-INTERIOR(V+) has answer “yes”. 0 
Therefore, we obtain the next result. 
Theorem 3.6. There is no polynomial total time algorithm for INTERIOR(V+), unless 
P=NP. 
Proof. Assume that there is a polynomial total time algorithm A for INTERIOR(%+) 
with polynomial running time p(I,O), where Z is the input length and 0 the output 
length. Execute A until either (i) it halts or (ii) time ~(40) is reached. In case of (i), 
if A outputs some vector(n0 vector), then output “no" (‘yes”). In case of (ii), output 
“no”, since it implies that min T(c-k( f )) # 0. Therefore, EMP-INTERIOR(‘@) can 
be solved in polynomial time in I, which contradicts Lemma 3.3. 0 
3.4. Problem EXTERIOR for positive functions 
Consider the following two problems associated with problem EXTERIOR. 
Problem EXTERIOR(@) 
Input: min T(f) and a nonnegative integer k, where f is a positive function of n 
variables. 
Output: min T(q( f )). 
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Problem ADDITIONAL EXTERIOR(V’) 
Zput: min T(f), a nonnegative integer k and a set P Cmin T(ak(f)), where f is 
a positive function of n variables. 
Question: min T(qJ f )) \ P # 0 ? 
Lemma 3.4. Problem ADDITIONAL EXTERIOR(V+) is M-complete. 
Proof. Assume k > 0. Then u E min T(cq.( f )) \ P holds if and only if the following 
four conditions hold. 
(i) u E F(f). 
(ii) u $bforanybEP. 
(iii) min{ ION(a) \ ON(v)1 1 a E min T(f) } < k ( This checks if v E r(crk( f )) by 
Lemma 3.2 (iib)) 
(iv) min{ ION(a) \ ON(u - ej)l 1 a E min T( f ),j E ON(o) } > k + 1 (This checks 
if D is minimal in T(ok(f )).) 
As these conditions can be checked in polynomial time for a given v, we have 
ADDITIONAL EXTERIOR@?+) E NP. 
We then reduce INDEPENDENT SET to this problem. Consider an instance of 
INDEPENDENT SET given by a graph G = (V, E) such that V = {vi, 02,. . . , u,} and 
a positive integer K < 1 VI. Construct a positive function f of 2n - K variables from 
G as follows. 
min T(f) = Q U {q), 
where 
Q = {W 1 ON(w) = {i, j, n + 1, n + 2,. . .,2n -K} for some (Ui,Uj) E E}. 
q = (UW). 
n n--K 
The corresponding instance of ADDITIONAL EXTERIOR(V+) is defined by min T( f ), 
k=n-Kand 
P = MinSet{u - c ej I a E Q,S & ON(u), ISI = k}. 
jG? 
Note that PCminT(ak(f)) by Theorem 3.1 and {x(e) le = (ui,uj) E E} CP. 
If the output of ADDITIONAL EXTERIOR(V+ ) is “yes”, then by Theorem 3.1, there 
is a vector w E min T(crk(f )) \ P, such that w = q - cjGs ej for some S c ON(q) 
with ISI = k and w & x(e) for all e E E. Hence G contains an independent set 
{Uj ( j E ON(w)} whose size is 
ION(w)1 = ION(q)1 - ISI = n - k = K. 
Otherwise, it can be similarly seen that G contains no independent set of size K or 
more. Finally, to see that this reduction can be performed in polynomial time, it suffices 
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to observe that 
(PI f lQl(‘Oya)‘) = lEl(nnK;2) 6 IEl(n-K+2)2. 0 
Theorem 3.7. There is no polynomial total time algorithm for EXTERIOR(W), un- 
less P=NP. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6. 0 
3.5. Modified problems for positive functions 
Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 are negative results. However, we show in this subsection that 
those problems may become more tractable, if we modify their definitions slightly. 
Problem FULL-INTERIOR(W) 
Input: min T(f) and a nonnegative integer k, where f is a positive function of n 
variables. 
Output: min T(o_k( f )) and max F(a_k( f )). 
Problem FULL-EXTERIOR( ‘@ ) 
Input: min T(f) and a nonnegative integer k, where f is a positive function of n 
variables. 
Output: min T(ak( f )) and max F(crk( f )). 
Note that it is required in these problems to output not only min T(e) but also 
maxF(.). Since the length of output can be large, there may be a chance of having 
polynomial total time algorithms for these problems. 
Theorem 3.8. There is a polynomial total time algorithm for FULL-EXTERIOR(W) 
if and only tf there is a polynomial total time algorithm for dualizing a positive 
Boolean function. 
Proof. The identification of a positive function g is defined to compute min T(g) and 
maxF(g) by issuing membership queries that answer whether g(u) = 0 or 1 holds for 
the selected vectors u. It is known [4] that a polynomial total time algorithm for this 
problem exists if and only if there is a polynomial total time algorithm for dualizing 
positive functions. Since crk( f) is positive by Property 3.1, we can prove that the 
identification of ok (i.e. FULL-EXTERIOR(W) ) is possible in polynomial time if and 
only if dualization can be done in polynomial total time, by showing that membership 
queries for function bk( f) can be answered in polynomial time without using an oracle. 
By Lemma 3.2 (iib), u E F(ok(f )) if and only if 
min{ ]Olv(u) \ ON(u)] I a E min T(f)} 2 k + 1. 
Therefore, we can answer a membership query for ok(f) in O(nl min T(f )I) time 
without using an oracle, since we have min T(f) as input. 0 
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As already noted at the end of Section 3.2, it is currently open [4, 9, 111 whether 
there is a polynomial total time algorithm for dualizing a positive function. For FULL- 
INTERIOR(W), the result is still negative. 
Theorem 3.9. There is no polynomial total time algorithm for FULL-INTERIOR(%Z+), 
unless P=NP. 
Proof. Assume that there is a polynomial total time algorithm A for FULL-INTERIOR 
(%+) with polynomial running time p(Z,O), where I is the input length and 0 the 
output length. In order to solve EMP-INTERIOR(V+), execute A until either (i) it 
halts or (ii) time p(Z, 1) is reached. In case of (i), if A outputs some vector(no 
vector) in min T(u_k(f )), then output “no" (“yes”). In case of (ii), output “no”, since 
minT(o-k(f)) = 0 impliesmaxF(a_k(f)) = {l,l,...,l} andalso ]minT(rr-k(f))l+ 
1 maxF(a_k( f ))I = 1. Therefore, EMP-INTERIOR(@) can be solved in polynomial 
time, which contradicts Lemma 3.3. 0 
Next, we consider that a nonnegative integer k is not a part of input but is a fixed 
constant, and define the following problems. 
Problem k-INTERIOR( es+ ) 
Znput: min T(f ), where f is a positive function of n variables. 
Output: min F(rr-_k( f ))_ 
Problem k-EXTERIOR( %?+ ) 
Input: min T(f ), where f is a positive function of n variables. 
Output: min T(q(f)). 
Theorem 3.10. For a given nonnegative integer k, k-EXTERIOR(V+) can be solved 
in O(nzk+’ 1 min T( f )12) time, i.e., in input polynomial time. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.l(ii), we have min T(ak( f )) = MinSet Q, where 
Q = {a - c ej J a E min T( f ), S C ON(a), ISI = k’}, 
jES 
and k’ = min{k,lON(a)(}. Th is set Q can be obtained in 0(&I min T(f )I) time by 
generating all subsets S of ON(a) with cardinality k’ ( < k). Then MinSet Q can be 
obtained in 
0(nlQ12) = 0(n2k+1) min T(f )12) 
time by comparing all pair of vectors in set Q. 0 
However, k-INTERIOR(V) appears to be harder than k-EXTERIOR(W). 
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Theorem 3.11. If: for a given nonnegative integer k, there is a polynomial total time 
algorithm for k-INTERIOR(%+), then there is a polynomial total time algorithm for 
dualizing a positive Boolean function. 
Proof. Consider an instance of dualizing a positive function g of n variables given by 
min T(g) = {vl, v2,. . . , urn}, where m > 2 and ON(ui) = {hl, hz,. . . , h,+}. Let cx be the 
smallest integer satisfying (3 > m. Construct an instance of k-INTERIOR(W+) with 
input 
min T(f) = Q U (U$i{Rj) 3 
where f has n + a variables, and 
Q={v~ON(v)~{n+l,n+2 ,..., n+a},ION(v)l=a-k+l}, 
Rj = 
{ 
@${v 1 ON(V) = {hi} U Sj} for 1 < j < m, 
l&=,{V I ON(V) = {i} U Sj} form<j< 1, 
0 
and Sl,S2,... S 11 are 
Now 7 we shk: that 
all the (a - k)-subsets of {n + 1, n + 2,. . . , n + a}. 
minT(a_k(f)) = {vION(v) = ON(w)U {n+ l,n+2,...,n+cc}, w E minT(gd)}, 
which clearly proves the claim in the theorem statement. 
Let yj satisfy OFF(#) = {j} f or n + 1 < j < n+a. Then 9 E F(a_k(f )) by Note 
3.1 since 9-CiESei EF(f) foranySC{n+l,n+2 ,..., n+a}\G}GON(fl) such 
that ISI = k. Moreover, 
q = p, 0,;. * ,4-, E F(U(f )), 
n a 
since q - CiESei E F(f) for every SC{n + 1,n + 2,...,n + a} such that ISI = k. 
Therefore, a vector v belongs to min T( r_-k( f )) if and only if it satisfies the following 
three conditions. 
(i) v > q, i.e., {n + 1,n + 2,. . . ,n + a) CON(v). 
(ii) v - CIES el E T(f) for all S C_ ON(v) such that ISI = k. 
(iii) For any i E ON(v), there exists a SC ON(v - ei) such that ISI = k and 
(0 - ei) - C~,S er E F(f ). 
In checking condition (ii), note that if ISn{n+ l,n+2,...,n+a}l dk- 1, then 
condition (ii) always holds for any v satisfying condition (i) since there exist w E Q 
such that w < v. Therefore, condition (ii) is rewritten as follows. 
(ii’) ~--_~~~,el E T(f) for every Sj, where Sj = {n+ l,n+2 ,..., n+a}\sj (i.e., 
lS;l = k): 
Similarly, condition (iii) becomes the following condition. 
(iii’) For every i E ON(v)n{1,2,. . . ,n), there exists a 5” = {n+ l,n+2,. . . ,n+a}\Sj 
such that (V - ei) - Cl,-; el E F(f). 
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Condition (ii’) implies that, for every j = 1,2,. . . , m, there exists a w E Rj such that 
w < 0 - CIGs! el since u 6 u - CIEs , el for all u E Q. Therefore, for j = 1,2,. . . , m, 
i I 
(ON(u)rl{l,2 )...) n})nuN(d)#0. 
That is, the vector y defined by ON(y) = ON(u) fl { 1,2,. . .,n} satisfies y E T(gd). 
Furthermore, condition (iii’) implies that, for every i E ON(u) fl { 1,2,. . . ,n}, there 
is a Sj such that no w E Rj satisfies w < (V - ei) - CIES; el. Therefore, for any 
iEON(u)n{l,2 ,..., n}, 
(ON(u-ei)n{1,2,...,n})nON(lj)=0 
holds for some j E {1,2,... ,m}. That is, y E min T(gd). 
Conversely, if y E min T(8), then we can similarly show that u E min T(~_k(f)), 
where ON(u) = ON(y) U {PI + 1, it + 2,. . . , n + cc}. Therefore, 
min T(~__k(f)) = {u 1 ON(u) = ON(w) U {n + 1,n + 2,. . . ,n + cf}, w E min Z@)}. 
Finally, to see that this reduction can be performed in polynomial time, it suffices 
to observe that 
iminT( = [Qi+$&j[ G (,,r 1) +n($ G(n+lW. 0 
j=1 
4. 2-monotonic positive functions 
In this section, we investigate the above problems for a special class of positive 
functions, called 2-monotonic positive functions. An assignment A of binary values 0 
or 1 to k variables x. x. I,, 12,. . ,xit out of all n variables is called a k-assignment, and is 
denoted by 
where each of al, u2 , . . . ,ak is either 1 or 0. Let the complement of A, denoted by 2, 
represent the assignment obtained from A by complementing all the l’s and O’s in A. 
When a function f of n variables and a k-assignment A are given, 
fA = f(xi,ca~,x,,caz,...,xi~cat) 
denotes the function of (n - k) variables obtained by fixing variables xi1 ,xi2,. . . ,xg as 
specified by A. 
Let f be a function of n variables. If either fA < f,i or fA > fi holds for every 
k-assignment A, then f is said to be k-comparable. If f is k-comparable for all k such 
that 1 < k d m, then f is said to be m-monotonic. (For more detailed discussion on 
these topics, see [14] for example.) In particular, f is l-monotonic if fcxt+l) > fcx,_o) 
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or f(xl--l) d f+0) holds for any i E {1,2,..., rz}. A function f is positive if and 
only if f is 1 -monotonic and fcxC+i) 2 f(Xi_~) holds for all i. 
Now consider a 2-assignment A = (xi + l,xi c 0). If 
.fA > f,i (resp. fA > .f,~> 
holds, this is denoted xi kf xj (resp. x; +f xi). Variables xi and xj are said to be 
comparable if either xi kf xj or xi 5f xj holds. When xi Lr xj and xi $ xj hold 
simultaneously, it is denoted as xi zf xj. If f is 2-monotonic, this binary relation yf 
over the set of variables is known to be a total preorder [14]. A 2-monotonic positive 
function f of n variables is called regular if 
Xl ?f x2 ?f ... ?zf &l. 
Any 2-monotonic positive function becomes regular by permuting variables. 
The 2-monotonicity was originally introduced in conjunction with threshold func- 
tions(e.g., [14]), where a positive function f is threshold if there exist n + 1 nonneg- 
ative real numbers WI, ~2,. . . , w, and t such that: 
f(x) = 
i 
1 if C WiXi > t, 
0 if C wixi < t. 
AS wi B Wj implies xi kf xj and wi = Wj implies Xi %f Xi, a threshold function is 
always 2-monotonic. However, the converse is not generally true [14]. 
Lemma 4.1 ([l, 141). For a 2-monotonic positive function f, xi 5~ xj holds if and 
only if a + ei - ej E T(f) for every a E min T(f) with ai = 0 and aj = 1. 0 
Let f and g be 2-monotonic positive functions on the same set of variables. We 
call that k9 is conformable to k-f (or g is conformable to f) when f and g satisfy 
the next conditions: 
Xi %g Xj if Xi Zf Xj, 
xi kg Xj if Xi Ff Xj. 
Theorem 4.1. For a 2-monotonic positive function f and an integer I, 01(f) is also 
a 2-monotonic positive function, which is conformable to f. 
Proof. It is known [14] that f d is also 2-monotonic and have the same ordering 
with f ( i.e. xi kfd Xj if and only if xi kf xi). Therefore, we consider only exterior 
functions, since o_{(f) = (ol( f d))d by Property 2.5 (iii). Moreover, it suffices to show 
that 01(f) is a 2-monotonic positive function conformable to f if f is a 2-monotonic 
positive function, since by Lemma 3.1 (ii), the same argument can be applied to 
prove the relationship of ck+i to q. For this, assume otherwise, i.e., xi kf xj and 
a+ei-ej 6 T(al(f)), for some a E minT(ai(f)) with ai = 0 andaj = l(see Lemma 
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4.1). Theorem 3.1 (ii) tells that this a satisfies a = b - eh for some b E min T(f) and 
h E ON(b). NOW, r~ + ei - ej = (b + ei - ej) - eh and b + et - ej E T(f) hold, since 
Xi + Xi. Therefore u + ei - cj = (b + ei - ej) - eh E T(ol(f)) holds by the definition 
of l-exterior function, which is a contradiction. 0 
Now defke problems LAYER(V~M), INTERIOR(gm), and EXTERIOR(%m) by 
restricting the input to these problems to 2-monotonic positive functions. We prove 
below that such problems restricted to 2-monotonic positive functions can be solved 
in polynomial time, after showing several emmas. 
Lemma 4.2 (Winder [IS]). Let f be a 2-monotonic positive function of n variables. 
De$ne the n-dimensional vectors c&) = (a?), a!‘, . . . , ~lji’)) (1 < j Q n) by 
C$‘=]{aEminT(f) 1 Uj=l, lON(,)]=k}l, k= 1,2,...,n, 
and let C&I), c&-b), . . . , ~8.) be the lexicographically decreasing ordering of all c@‘s. 
Then xi, kf xjz >f . . . kf xj,,. Furthermore xjP zf xjq if and only if aup) = c&q). 
Lemma 4.3. A 2-monotonic positive function f of n variables becomes regular by per- 
muting variables. The resulting regular function can be obtained in 0(n2+nl min T(f )I) 
time. 
Proof. The first statement is obvious by definition. To prove the second statement, 
we construct he vectors &) (1 < j < n) of Lemma 4.2 in 0(n2 + nl min T(f )I) time 
by checking all a E min T(f ). Then we find the lexicographically decreasing ordering 
of all &)‘s by using radix sort in 0(n2) time. This gives the required ordering of 
variables. 0 
As a result of this lemma, we shall discuss only regular 
discussion. 
functions in the subsequent 
Lemma 4.4. Let f be a regular function of n variables and let v E (0, 1)“. Then 
v E L-k(f) holds for a nonnegative integer k tf and only tf 
v - C ej E T(f) and v - C ej E F(f), 
where oN(v)k is the first k elements in ON(v) in the order of variables, 
Proof. The Only-if-part: by definition, any v E L-k(f) satisfies v E T(cr__k( f )), and 
by Note 3.1, 
v - c ej E T(f) for every S c ON(v) with ISI = k. 
jW 
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In particular, v - C. ,EONcVjk ej E T(f). Furthermore, since u @’ T(qk+i)(f)), Note 3.1 
tells that 
v - c cj E F(f) for some SC ON(u) with ISI = k + 1. 
j&T 
Now, if S # ON(v)k+i, then take i E ON(v)k+, \ S and j E S \ ON(v)k+i for which 
xi k Xj holds by the definition of ON(v)k+i. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, the new 
S defined by S := S U {i} \ {j} a so I satisfies c - cjcs ej E F(f). Repeating this 
argument, we eventually have S = ON(zi)k+i, and hence v - xjEON(0)k+, ej E F(f). 
The if-part: v @ T(a_(k+r)(f)) since v - CjEo,v(v)r+l ej E F(f). Also, similar to the 
above proof, we can show from v - ~j~o,,,(V)k ej E T(f) that v - cjEs ej E r(f) for 
every SC ON(v) with IS] = k. 0 
In order to find the number k of Lemma 4.4 efficiently, we consider the following 
problem. Let %?mo denote the class of regular functions. 
Problem MEMBERSHIP( %‘mG )
Input: min T(f) and vectors v”, el,. . . , v* E (0, l}“, where f is a regular function 
of n variables. 
output: f (VO), f (VI), . . . , f (VP). 
Lemma 4.5 (Provan and Ball[16]). MEMBERSHIP(%?mo) can be solved in O(np + 
nl min T(f )I) time. 
Now, the following algorithm solves problem LAYER(%‘=o) (i.e., LAYER for reg- 
ular functions). 
Algorithm L2 (to solve LAYER(wmo)). 
Step 1: If v E F(f ), go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
Step 2: Compute 1 = mini ION(a) \ ON(v)1 1 a E min Z’(f )} of Lemma 3.2 (ib). 
Output 1 and halt. 
Step 3: Solve MEMBERSHIP(%?mo) over {v”,vl,. . .,d’-‘} defined by ui = v - 
Cj,_oN(v), ej, to find the k such that 
vk E T(f) and vk+’ E p(f). 
Then output I = -k and halt. 
Lemma 4.6. Problem LAYER(w=o) can be solved in 0(n2 + nl min T( f )I) time. 
Proof. Algorithm L2 is clearly correct. We then consider its time complexity. Steps 1 
and 2 can be executed in O(n] min T( f )I) time. In step 3, MEMBERSHIP(Vmo) can 
be solved in 0(n2 + n] minT(f)l) time. The total time is O(n2 +n]minT(f)l). 0 
Theorem 4.2. Problem LAYER(%~M) calz be solved in 0(n2 + nl min T (f )I). 
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Proof. Combine Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.6. 0 
Theorem 4.3. There are incrementally polynomial time algorithms for INTERIOR(%~M) 
and EXTERIOR( WIM ). 
Proof. It is known [5, 131 that there is an incrementally polynomial time algorithm 
for identification of a 2-monotonic positive function. Moreover, we note that the al- 
gorithm in [13] is also incrementally polynomial time for identification of min T(f) 
(maxF(f) ) only. Since o-k(f) and a&-) are positive and 2-monotonic by Theorem 
4.1, if f is positive and 2-monotonic, the identification algorithm applied to a_&-) and 
crk(f) serves as algorithms for INTERIOR(%?m) and EXTERIOR(%?N), respectively. 
To show that the algorithms run in polynomial time, we only show that the member- 
ship queries(used in the identification algorithm) for functions a-k(f) and Q(f) can 
be answered in polynomial time, respectively, without using an oracle, where k is a 
nonnegative integer. 
(1) EXTERIOR(Wm): By Lemma 3.2 (iib), u E F(CQ(f)) if and only if 
k’ = min{ ION(a) \ ON(u)] 1 a E min T(f)} 2 k + 1. 
Since this k’ can be computed in O(n] min T(f)]) time, we can answer a membership 
query for &!-) in the same time amount. 
(2) INTERIOR(Wm): By Lemma 3.2 (iia), u E T(c_k(f)) if and only if 
min{ JOFF(b) \ OFF(v)1 I b E maxF(f)} 2 k + 1. 
Although we do not have maxF(f) as input, it can be obtained by first computing 
min T(fd) from min r(f) in O(n’j min T(f)l) [3, 7, 151 by using a polynomial time 
algorithm for dualization, and then deriving max F(f) by (3.3). Therefore, we can 
answer the membership query for c-k(f) in 0(n2 I min T(f)l) time without using an 
oracle, since I maxF(f)] = I min r(j+)] = 0( n min T(f)l) for a 2-monotonic positive I 
function f [7, 151. 0 
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